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Abstract
Bose{Einstein correlations between like charged track pairs have been studied using
a sample of approximately 3.6 million multihadronic Z
0
decays collected with the OPAL
detector at LEP. The radius of the emitting source R and the chaoticity parameter 
were studied using two parametrisations, the Goldhaber (G) parametrisation and the
one-dimensional Kopylov-Podgoretski (KP) parametrisation. The radii R
G
and R
KP
are
found to increase linearly with the average observed charged multiplicityn
ch
, with changes
with respect to a unit increase in n
ch
of
1
hR
G
i
R
G
n
ch
= (3:6 0:6)  10
 3
and
1
hR
KP
i
R
KP
n
ch
= (3:4 1:0)  10
 3
;
where the hRi are the radius values measured in the inclusive event sample. The chaoticity
parameters 
G
and 
KP
decrease with increasing charged multiplicity. It is shown that
the increase of R with multiplicity may be connected with dierences between two- and
three-jet events.
(Submitted to Z. Phys.)
The OPAL Collaboration
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1 Introduction
Correlations in phase space between identical bosons have been investigated over a wide range
of centre-of-mass energies and dierent initial state reactions [1] and have been interpreted
to be a consequence of Bose{Einstein (BE) statistics obeyed by identical pions, according to
which identical bosons tend to be produced close to each other in phase space. The result is
an enhancement in the number of like charged pairs, relative to the number of unlike charged
pairs, of particles with similar momenta. The BE eect is generally parametrised in terms of a
radius R of the pion emitting source and a chaoticity parameter  which represents the strength
of the eect. In a previous OPAL paper [2], based on a sample of 146,624 multihadronic Z
0
decays, a small increase in the radius of the emitting source with the charged multiplicity
of the event was observed. Due to the low statistics available at the time the multiplicity
distribution was divided into only two ranges. In other e
+
e
 
experiments, searches for such
a dependence have not found any eect [3, 4]; the statistics available in those analyses were
rather low, and were probably not sucient to nd the small eect presented in this paper.
However, in hadron-hadron collisions, an increase in the radius with increasing multiplicity has
been measured in experiments with centre-of-mass energies
p
s  30 GeV [5, 6, 7]. This eect
has also been observed in heavy ion collisions [8]. It is therefore interesting to use the high
statistics data available at LEP to establish whether a similar eect can be seen in the much
simpler hadronization environment of e
+
e
 
annihilations.
BE correlations can be described in terms of a correlation function
C(p
1
; p
2
) =
(p
1
; p
2
)

0
(p
1
; p
2
)
; (1)
where p
1
and p
2
are the four-momenta of the two pions, (p
1
; p
2
) = (1=)(d
8
=d
4
p
1
d
4
p
2
) is the
measured density of the two pions, and 
0
(p
1
; p
2
) is the two-particle density in the absence of
BE correlations. The choice of a reference sample to determine 
0
(p
1
; p
2
) is therefore crucial
for the measurement. Ideally it should have the same properties as the sample (p
1
; p
2
) except
for the presence of BE correlations. It should contain any other relevant correlations, such as
those due to energy-momentum and charge conservation, the topology, global event properties
and resonances of the sample (p
1
; p
2
).
In this analysis, the rst sample consists of like charged pairs. The second sample, called the
reference sample, is composed of unlike charged pairs. The reference sample formed by pairing
particles from the same event has the requirements mentioned before but is aected by the
presence of dynamical correlations due to the decay products of weakly-decaying and resonant
particles, such as K
0
S
, 
0
, !, and , which do not aect the sample (p
1
; p
2
). The presence of
these decay products in the reference sample introduces systematic eects in the correlation
function, as discussed in Section 3. We have not considered the eects of BE correlation on the

+

 
reference sample, which arise as an indirect reection of the BE correlations in the like
charged pairs sample into the unlike charged pairs sample, due to the topological jet structure
of the events [9]. Checks were made using a Monte Carlo simulation to construct the reference
sample. We noticed that it was not possible to exclude the eects of the resonance decay
products: these checks are described in Section 3.1. We have not used a mixed event technique,
because such technique could not preserve the dynamical correlations between particles, such
as the energy{momentum conservation.
Following our previous paper [2], we measure the \distance" in phase space using the
modulus of the four-momentum dierence of the pair, Q
2
=  q
2
=  (p
1
  p
2
)
2
. Various
4
parametrisations of the correlation function, C(Q), which assume dierent shapes for the pion
emitting source, can be found in the literature. In this study we use the following two:
 The Goldhaber (G) or gaussian parametrisation [10], which assumes a spherical shape
with a radial gaussian distribution of the emitting source,
C(Q) = N
G
(1 + 
G
e
 Q
2
R
2
G
) (1 + 
G
Q+ 
G
Q
2
); (2)
where R
G
is a measure of the radius of this source. The parameter 
G
represents the
strength of the correlation, with 0  
G
 1. A value of 
G
= 1 corresponds to a fully
chaotic source, while 
G
= 0 corresponds to a completely coherent source. The empirical
term (1 + 
G
Q+ 
G
Q
2
) takes into account the behaviour of the correlation function at
high Q values due to long range particle correlations. N
G
is a normalization factor. This
parametrisation has the advantage of being Lorentz invariant.
 The Kopylov{Podgoretski (KP) parametrisation [11, 12], which assumes that the source
of interfering pions is a spherical surface populated with a uniform density of point-like
pion radiators of lifetime  ,
C(q
t
; q
0
) = 1 + 
KP
[2J
1
(R
KP
q
t
)=(R
KP
q
t
)]
2
=(1 + q
2
0

2
); (3)
where J
1
is the rst order Bessel function, q
t
is the modulus of the transverse component
of ~q = ~p
1
  ~p
2
with respect to ~p
1
+ ~p
2
(~p
i
being the particle three-momentum vector),
q
0
= jE
1
 E
2
j, E
i
being the energy of one particle of the pair, R
KP
is the emitting source
radius, and 
KP
is the BE correlation strength. The parameter  multiplied by the speed
of light c could be interpreted as the eective thickness of the emitting source. To increase
the statistics for the measurements of the dependence of R
KP
and 
KP
on the charged
multiplicity of the event, we use a one-dimensional parametrisation derived from Eq. 3
(See Ref. [5, 13]), by restricting the allowed energy dierence to q
0
 q
0max
, which gives:
C(q
t
) = N
KP
h
1 + 
KP
[2J
1
(R
KP
q
t
)=(R
KP
q
t
)]
2
i
(1 + 
KP
q
t
+ 
KP
q
2
t
): (4)
The cut on q
0
should enhance the BE eect since the correlations are expected to become
stronger as q
0
! 0. An empirical long range correlation factor and a normalization factor
N
KP
are also needed, as in the G parametrisation.
Since the G and KP parametrisations assume two dierent radial dependences for the source,
the values of the two radii R
KP
and R
G
are expected to be dierent. In particular R
KP
is
usually larger than the radius R
G
[3, 13]. The correlation strength parameter 
G
is expected
to be approximately equal to 
KP
.
The OPAL detector, the event selection, and the charged track selection criteria are
described in Section 2. In Section 3 the measurements of the radii R
G
and R
KP
and the
chaoticity parameters 
KP
and 
G
for the entire event sample are described. The dependence
of the radii and chaoticity parameters on the observed charged multiplicity are then investigated
in Section 4, and conclusions are presented in Section 5.
2 Detector and data selection
The OPAL detector has been described in detail in Ref. [14, 15]. The present analysis is
based mainly on the information from the central tracking chambers, which consist of a silicon
5
microvertex detector, a vertex chamber, a jet chamber with 159 layers of axial anode wires, and
outer chambers to improve the z coordinate resolution. These detectors are located in a 0.435 T
axial magnetic eld and measure p
t
, the transverse track momentum with respect to the beam
axis, with a precision of (
p
t
=p
t
) =
q
(0:02)
2
+ (0:0015 p
t
)
2
(p
t
in GeV/c) for j cos j < 0:73,
where  is the polar angle of the track
1
. The jet chamber also measures the specic energy
loss of charged particles, dE/dx, with a resolution (dE=dx)=(dE=dx) ' 3:5% (for a track
having 159 hits in the jet chamber). The energy loss dE/dx is used to identify charged
particles [16]. The OPAL trigger system is described in Ref. [17] and the selection procedures
for multihadronic events are discussed in Ref. [18]. A sample of 2.6 million simulated Monte
Carlo events, generated with JETSET 7.3 and with parameters to t OPAL data [19, 20], and
including a full simulation of the detector [21], was used to measure the eciencies of track and
event rejection as detailed below.
Charged tracks were required to satisfy a number of criteria which may be divided into
two classes. The rst set of selections denes the general track quality and the second set
is specic to this analysis. The rst set requires that charged tracks have at least 20 hits in
the jet chamber, a minimum transverse momentum p
t
of 0.15 GeV/c, a maximum measured
momentum p of 65 GeV/c, and a measured distance of closest approach to the origin of less than
5 cm in the r   plane, and less than 200 cm in the z direction. The polar angle of the thrust
axis, calculated using charged tracks that passed the above cuts, had to satisfy j cos 
thrust
j < 0:9
in order to accept only events which were well-contained in the detector. After these selections,
the number of charged tracks in each event, n
ch
, was calculated. The average observed charged
multiplicity n
ch
is about a factor 1.023 smaller than the corrected charged multiplicity [22].
The second set of cuts was applied to events and tracks which passed the rst set. A track
was required to have p < 40 GeV/c and at least 20 hits in the jet chamber which were useful for
the dE/dx measurement. We used a dE/dx track selection only for a systematic check of the
dependence of the results on the pion sample purity, as explained in Section 3.1. In addition,
each track was required to originate from the primary vertex of the interaction calculated on
an event by event basis using all charged tracks [23]. About 67% of photon conversion pairs
were rejected [24], reducing the conversion background in the sample to less than 0.1% of the
number of tracks. The fraction of pions in the track sample was about 79% as evaluated from
a Monte Carlo simulation.
After these cuts, all events with fewer than ve charged tracks were rejected and the
dierence between the number of positively and negatively charged tracks was required to
be less than 40% of the total number of charged tracks, in order to avoid unbalanced numbers
of like charged and unlike charged pairs. Starting from a sample of 3,606,647 multihadronic
events, a total of 3,090,142 events passed the selection criteria.
3 Analysis
Using the tracks that passed the cuts mentioned above, pairs were formed to determine the
correlation function C(Q). Coulomb interactions between charged particles aect like and unlike
charged pairs in opposite ways and modify the correlation function. We therefore applied the
1
The OPAL coordinate system is dened so that z is the coordinate parallel to the beam axis in the direction
of the incoming electron beam, r is the coordinate normal to the beam axis,  is the azimuthal angle and  is
the polar angle with respect to z.
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Figure 1: (a) The correlation function C(Q) for like charged pairs relative to unlike charged
pairs. The Coulomb{corrected data are shown as solid points and the Monte Carlo events with
full detector simulation as open points. (b) The correlation function C
0
(Q) obtained by dividing
the two distributions in (a). In (a) and (b) the solid lines show the ts of the G parametrisation
to the data. The regions excluded from the reference ts are indicated in the gures. The error
bars represent the statistical uncertainties.
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following correction as a function of Q [25] to the correlation function,
C
corr
(Q) = (Q)C
uncorr
(Q) ; (5)
where (Q) is
(Q) =
e
2
  1
1   e
 2
; (6)
and where  = m

=Q,  is the ne-structure constant and m

is the charged pion mass. The
correction factor (Q) is about 11% in the rst tted bin, 8% in the second bin and about 3%
in the tenth bin. Alternative Coulomb corrections [26, 27] have been proposed, which lead to
dierent parametrisations of the correlation function; however, to remain consistent with the
other published experimental data, these were not applied in this analysis. The Monte Carlo
program does not contain a simulation of Coulomb eects, so the Monte Carlo distributions
were not corrected by Eq. 5.
The resulting C(Q) is shown in Fig. 1a, for data and for Monte Carlo simulated events
which do not contain BE correlations. The experimental data exhibit a clear enhancement at
low Q, as expected from BE correlations, while in the Monte Carlo data set no such eect is
observed.
3.1 Results using the Goldhaber parametrisation
A minimum 
2
t of Eq. 2 to the data was performed over the range 0:05  Q  2:0 GeV
excluding the resonance regions, as illustrated in Fig. 1a. The region Q < 0:05 GeV was
excluded to avoid problems of detector resolution and badly reconstructed or split tracks which
mimic two like charged tracks with a very low Q value. It was veried using the Monte Carlo
simulation that the majority of such tracks aects the region Q < 0:05 GeV of like charged
distributions.
The regions 0:275 < Q < 0:45 GeV, 0:6 < Q < 1:0 GeV, and 1:1 < Q < 1:3 GeV were
excluded from the ts because of large distortions in the correlation function, as can be seen
in Fig. 1a. These distortions are caused primarily by the decay products of K
0
S
; !; ; and 
0
in the rst range, 
0
and f
0
(975) in the second, and f
2
(1270) in the third. From Monte Carlo
simulations, after excluding the above regions from the t, it was estimated that the number
of accepted pairs in which both tracks are decay products of particles containing b or c quarks
was less than 1%. The result of the t
2
of the G parametrisation is given in line (a) of Table 1.
Many nal state pions in multihadronic events result from decays of short-lived particles,
such as K
0
S
, although the requirement that a particle should come from the primary interaction
vertex reduced the number of pions from such secondary sources. Since these pions do not
exhibit any BE eects, the correlation strength 
G
is reduced.
The large values of 
2
arise from distortions in the data caused by the presence of resonance
decay products. As can be seen in Fig. 1a, some structure in the correlation function which
was not visible with the lower statistics of Ref. [2] can now be seen outside the regions which
were excluded from the t. A study found that they account for most of the 
2
, because the
parametrisation cannot accommodate these structures. In contrast to this the parametrisation
function ts the data well in the BE enhancement region (Q < 0:275 GeV). In order to obtain a
meaningful statistical uncertainty from the ts, we have scaled the t errors by
q

2
=d:o:f: [28].
2
The other parameter values of the t are 
G
= 0:4349 0:0042GeV
 1
, 
G
=  0:1054 0:0017GeV
 2
and
N
G
= 0:6681 0:0012, where the errors are those from the t, not scaled by (
2
=d:o:f:)
1=2
.
8
RG
(fm) 
G

2
/d.o.f.
a) Reference t 0:955  0:012 0:672  0:013 402/40
b) Dierent resonance regions excl. 0:944  0:011 0:653  0:013 600/49
c) Modied track selection 0:948  0:011 0:677  0:013 398/40
d) Q binning = 50 MeV 0:962  0:013 0:667  0:014 204/17
e) 0:05  Q  1:5 GeV 0:952  0:015 0:685  0:024 342/20
f) Reference sample from Monte Carlo 0:793  0:015 0:577  0:010 185/40
Table 1: Results of several ts of the G parametrisation to the data, with statistical errors.
These results were used to estimate the overall systematic uncertainties on the parameters.
The dierences between the parameter values of the reference t (a) and the others from (b)
to (e) were added in quadrature to obtain an estimate of the systematic uncertainties on R
G
and 
G
. The signicance of the large values of 
2
=d.o.f. is discussed in the text, and the errors
have been scaled by (
2
=d:o:f:)
1=2
.
As a check we divided the data into 5 equal-sized subsamples and found that the variance of
the values of R and  agreed with this determination of the statistical error.
In order to estimate the systematic eects arising from the resonance decay products,
another t was made excluding the resonance regions 0:3 < Q < 0:45 GeV, 0:6 < Q < 1:0 GeV,
corresponding roughly to the t already used in [2] (t (b) in Table 1). This included in the t
the region distorted by the f
2
(1270): with the low statistics available in [2], no distortions were
visible in this high Q region and thus it was not excluded. The result of the t indicates that
the shifts in the tted parameter values are small.
The analysis was repeated changing the track selection criteria described in Section 2, in
order to estimate systematic eects related to track and event selection (t (c) in Table 1). In
particular we required a track to have p < 30 GeV/c, at least 30 hits in the tracking chambers
useful for the dE/dx measurement, and we required an event to have the dierence between
the number of positively and negatively charged tracks to be less than 25% of the total number
of charged tracks. Again, the shifts in the tted values are observed to be small.
Another source of systematic error is the energy-momentum resolution, since a poor
resolution can smear the correlation function C(Q). From Monte Carlo simulations it has
been estimated that the resolution of the Q variable is about 25 MeV, independent of the track
direction and of the relative charge sign. Even if this resolution is marginally worse for the data,
this eect is negligible because the Q-region that exhibits the BE correlation enhancement has
a range of the order of hundreds of MeV. The bin size was therefore chosen to be 25 MeV. A
study of possible systematic eects due to the choice of the binning was performed by changing
the bin size from 25 MeV to 50 MeV (t (d) of Table 1).
The high Q-value region of the t is aected by long-range correlations. These correlations
should induce the same eects in the like charged pairs and in the reference sample. In order to
estimate how these correlations could modify our results, a t was performed in a more restricted
interval, from 0.05 Q  1:5 GeV (t (e) in Table 1). The values of the tted parameters show
small changes from those of the reference t.
In order to estimate the eect of the choice of the reference sample, we used the Monte
Carlo event sample, which does not include a simulation of the BE eect, to construct a ratio
9
of correlation functions:
C
0
(Q) =
C
data
(Q)
C
MC
(Q)
(7)
The simulation includes many of the dynamical correlations present in the real data. In
particular it includes many resonance decay products, which, if properly modelled, would result
in removing from C
0
(Q) the structure due to the resonances. The Q dependence of C
0
(Q) is
shown in Fig. 1b. The result of the t of the G parametrisation to this new correlation function
Eq. 7 is given in line (f) of Table 1. The 
2
of the t improves signicantly, both because of
the larger errors on each point (which is now a ratio between two numbers with approximately
the same statistical error) and because many of the resonance structures are removed. Note,
however, that not all the resonances are modelled correctly or included in the Monte Carlo
simulation. In particular the shape of the 
0
is badly modelled, which is probably an eect of
the omission of BE correlations in the simulations [9, 29]. Also, the JETSET version used does
not include all of the meson resonances, such as the f
2
(1270). Since the Monte Carlo sample
does not remove resonance problems, those regions are omitted from the t anyway. Since the
use of the Monte Carlo sample does not remove the problems related to the decay products,
we did not use the results of the t of Eq. 7 to estimate the systematic error, in contrast to our
previous paper [2]. In any case, since the main thrust of the present analysis is to study the R
and  dependence on observed charged multiplicity, we concentrate on the ts obtained with
the reference sample from data.
The results of these ts were used to estimate the systematic errors on each of the parameters
by summing in quadrature the dierences in the parameter values between these ts (b) (e)
and the reference t (a). The nal results of the parameters R
G
and 
G
in the G parametrisation
are:
R
G
= 0:955  0:012  0:015 fm; 
G
= 0:672  0:013  0:024;
where the rst errors are statistical and the second are estimates of systematic uncertainties.
The present results are not completely compatible with the previously published OPAL
results [2]. The present results supersede the previously published results, because we now
have a better understanding of the behaviour of the resonance decay products which aect
the reference sample, and of the systematic uncertainties related to the track selection. The
results show some dierences compared to the values of R
G
and 
G
obtained by other LEP
experiments [4, 30]. Most of the dierences seem to arise from dierent track selections, dierent
purities and dierent choices of the reference sample.
Since the chaoticity parameter  is expected to be dependent on the sample purity, the
analysis was repeated with the dE/dx measurements being used to vary the pion purity of the
sample. An increase in 
G
with increasing pion purity was observed, while R
G
was found to be
unchanged.
3.2 Results using the Kopylov{Podgoretski parametrisation
The analysis was repeated using the KP parametrisation. As was mentioned earlier, the q
t
distributions were obtained after restricting q
0
, the absolute value of the energy dierence of
the two pions, to be less than q
0max
= 0:20GeV. This cut reduced the size of the data sample
by approximately a factor of 10.
As in the G parametrisation t, we excluded the region q
t
< 0:05 GeV=c to avoid
problems of detector resolution and split tracks, and the regions 0:275 < q
t
< 0:45 GeV=c,
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Figure 2: (a) The correlation function C(q
t
) for like charged pairs relative to unlike charged
pairs. Solid points indicate the Coulomb corrected data, open points Monte Carlo events with
full detector simulation. (b) The correlation function C
0
(q
t
) obtained by dividing the two
distributions in (a). In (a) and (b) the solid lines show the ts to the KP parametrisation. The
regions excluded from the reference ts are indicated in the gures. The error bars represent
the statistical uncertainties.
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RKP
(fm) 
KP

2
/d.o.f.
a) Reference t 1:778  0:023 0:719  0:024 271/40
b) q
0
< 0:15GeV 1:783  0:023 0:746  0:027 235/40
c) Dierent resonance regions excl. 1:752  0:019 0:695  0:020 319/49
d) Modied track selection 1:754  0:026 0:722  0:028 217/40
e) q
t
binning = 50 MeV=c 1:778  0:029 0:713  0:031 183/22
f) 0:05  q
t
 1:5 GeV=c 1:783  0:032 0:690  0:049 248/20
g) Ref. sample from Monte Carlo 1:489  0:018 0:637  0:010 40.1/40
Table 2: Results of several ts of the KP parametrisation to the data, with statistical errors.
These results were used to estimate the overall systematic uncertainties on the parameters. The
dierences between the parameter values of the reference t (a) and the others from (b) to (f)
were added in quadrature to obtain an estimate of the systematic errors on R
KP
and 
KP
. The
errors have been scaled by (
2
=d:o:f:)
1=2
.
0:6 < q
t
< 1:0 GeV=c, and 1:1 < q
t
< 1:3 GeV=c because of large distortions in the correlation
function due to resonance decays (see Fig. 2a). The result of the t
3
is given in line (a) of
Table 2. Checks similar to the ones of the G parametrisation analysis were performed in order
to estimate the systematic errors, and are summarised in Table 2.
In order to estimate the q
0max
dependence, we varied the q
0max
value from 0:20GeV to
0:15GeV, obtaining the R
KP
and 
KP
values given in t (b) of Table 2. A t (c) was made
excluding dierent resonance regions, as in Section 3.1. It can be seen that the shifts in
t parameters are small. The analysis was repeated changing the track selection criteria, as
described in Section 2, in order to estimate systematic eects related to track and event selection
(t (d)). The resolution of the variable q
t
is about 11 MeV=c, independent of the direction of the
summed momentum of the tracks making up the pair. A study (t (e)) of possible systematic
eects due to the binning choice was performed by changing the bin size from 25 MeV=c to 50
MeV=c. In order to estimate the systematic uncertainties due to the long-range correlations of
the distributions, a t (f) was performed in a more restricted interval, 0:05  q
t
 1:5 GeV=c.
The values of the parameters again show small shifts from the reference t.
An estimate of the systematic uncertainties was obtained by summing in quadrature the
dierences of each t (b) (f) with the reference t (a). The nal results are
R
KP
= 1:778  0:023  0:036 fm; 
KP
= 0:719  0:024  0:047;
where the rst errors are statistical and the second are estimates of systematic uncertainties.
As expected, R
KP
has a larger value than R
G
.
An alternative correlation function was obtained using the Monte Carlo data set, according
to Eq. 7. Since the use of the Monte Carlo sample does not remove the problems related to the
resonance decay products (see Fig. 2b), we do not use the results of this t (line (g) in Table 2)
to estimate the systematic error, as in the case of the Goldhaber parametrisation.
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Figure 3: Dependence of the chaoticity parameter 
G
(upper plot) and the radius R
G
(lower
plot) on the average observed charged multiplicity, n
ch
. The error bars represent statistical
errors only. The lines represent ts described in the text.
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4 Multiplicity dependence of R and of 
4.1 Measurement of the multiplicity dependence
We have studied the dependence of the R and  parameters on the observed charged multiplicity
of the events, computed as described in Section 2. Events were grouped into nine multiplicity
intervals. For each interval the analysis was repeated. As the like charged track sample
and the reference sample were formed by pairing particles from the same event, the cut on
multiplicity used to group events had the same eects on both samples. The results for the G
parametrisation are summarised in Fig. 3, in which the errors shown are statistical only. The
systematic errors due to the general cuts, described in Section 3, shift every point up or down
by a similar amount and so do not aect the point to point behaviour.
Linear ts to the points of Fig. 3 were performed for R
G
and 
G
as functions of n
ch
(R
G
= R
0
G
n
ch
+ R
0
G
, 
G
= 
0
G
n
ch
+ 
0
G
), in order to quantify the strength of this eect, and
to compare our results obtained using the G and KP parametrisations. These ts yielded the
following parameters:
R
0
G
= (0:340  0:055)  10
 2
fm; R
0
G
= 0:874  0:014 fm; 
2
=d:o:f: = 4:2=7;

0
G
=  (0:306  0:058)  10
 2
; 
0
G
= 0:735  0:015; 
2
=d:o:f: = 8:7=7:
As can be seen in Fig. 3, the radius R
G
increases with multiplicity, while 
G
decreases. The
fractional change of R
G
with respect to a unit increase in n
ch
is
1
hR
G
i
R
G
n
ch
= (3:6 0:6)  10
 3
; (8)
where hR
G
i is the radius value obtained from the inclusive event sample.
A similar analysis was also performed using the KP parametrisation. The results are
summarised in Fig. 4. Linear ts have been performed to the values of R
KP
and 
KP
as
functions of n
ch
(R
KP
= R
0
KP
n
ch
+R
0
KP
, 
KP
= 
0
KP
n
ch
+ 
0
KP
), and gave the following results:
R
0
KP
= (0:61  0:17)  10
 2
fm; R
0
KP
= 1:638  0:043 fm; 
2
=d:o:f: = 4:1=7;

0
KP
=  (0:131  0:016)  10
 2
; 
0
KP
= 1:037  0:047; 
2
=d:o:f: = 5:5=7:
The fractional increase per unit multiplicity of the radius R
KP
is consistent with that of the
radius R
G
1
hR
KP
i
R
KP
n
ch
= (3:4 1:0)  10
 3
; (9)
where hR
KP
i is the radius value measured in the inclusive event sample. The values of

KP
decrease more strongly with increasing n
ch
than for 
G
. These two observations are
similar to what has been observed in hadron-hadron experiments [5, 6, 7] which used the KP
parametrisation to describe the correlation function. It should be pointed out that a consistent
increase of the radius with multiplicity is observed also when using the ratio of Eq. 7, that is
when normalising to the Monte Carlo.
3
The other parameter values of the t are 
KP
= 0:5410:013 (GeV=c)
 1
, 
KP
=  0:14230:0055 (GeV=c)
 2
,
N
KP
= 0:6409 0:0031, where the errors given are those from the t, not scaled by (
2
=d:o:f:)
1=2
.
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Figure 4: Dependence of the chaoticity parameter 
KP
(upper plot) and of the radius R
KP
(lower
plot) on the average observed charged multiplicity, n
ch
. The error bars represent statistical
errors only. The lines represent ts described in the text.
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4.2 Discussion of the multiplicity dependence
In order to search for possible experimental biases which might induce the multiplicity
dependence of the radius and chaoticity parameters, and to search for possible correlations
with other event properties, we have performed several studies.
As we found a dependence of  on the average momentum hpi of tracks, we rst searched for
a possible correlation of the radius and  with hpi of the tracks in an event, since the average
momentum decreases with increasing n
ch
. We divided the hpi distribution into six intervals and
determined R
G
and 
G
in each momentum range. The value of 
G
was observed to decrease
strongly with the average track momentum hpi, while it decreased with charged multiplicity.
The radius R
G
did not show any strong dependence on hpi, while it increased with charged
multiplicity.
The purity of the the pion sample was found to increase slightly with the observed charged
multiplicity. As we already mentioned in Section 3.1, the  value increases with increasing pion
purity, so that the decreasing value of  cannot be explained by a dierent pion purity in the
multiplicity bins.
Another possible explanation of the multiplicity eect could be found in the dierent values
that R and  have in samples with dierent numbers of reconstructed jets. We performed the
BE analysis on three samples in which events were selected by the number of jets found with
the JADE `E0' algorithm [31] using charged tracks only, and in which two, three, and four
jets were reconstructed. For each sample we determined 
G
and R
G
. For a better evaluation
of the systematic eects related to the choice of the jet resolution parameter y
cut
, the value
of y
cut
was set at four dierent values ranging from y
cut
= 0:01 to y
cut
= 0:04. The results
are shown in Fig. 5. The size of the emitting region becomes larger as the number of jets
increases, and the dierences among the R
G
values remain approximately the same for any
value of y
cut
. The chaoticity parameter 
G
shows a higher value in two-jet events compared to
the values obtained in three- and four-jet events. The same analysis was repeated for the KP
parametrisation, giving comparable results.
The multiplicity analysis was then performed on two samples in which events were selected
by the number of jets found using y
cut
= 0:03. The rst sample contained two-jet events and
the second sample three-jet events. As can be seen in Fig. 6, three-jet events have larger radius
values for both the G and the KP parametrisations. Furthermore, the dependence of R on
charged multiplicity seems to be less strong for the exclusive two-jet and three-jet selected
samples than for the inclusive sample without any jet selection. This eect could partially
explain the rise of the radius with charged multiplicity. At low values of n
ch
, the composition of
the event sample is dominated by two-jet events, which have lower radius values, while at high
values of n
ch
the three-jet events dominate. The overall eect is an increase of the radius with
n
ch
in the inclusive sample. As a cross-check, we repeated the analysis on the two- and three-
jet event samples using y
cut
= 0:04 and we found no signicant dierences in the results. The
analysis was also performed using a cone jet nder [32]. The cone jet nder has an important
feature with regard to the present work in that it does not use an invariant mass algorithm to
determine the number of jets in an event. Again no signicant dierences were found from the
results presented above.
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Figure 5: Dependence of 
G
(upper plot) and R
G
(lower plot) on y
cut
for two-jet (solid points),
three-jet (open points), and four-jet events (solid squares) found using the JADE `E0' algorithm.
The values of R
G
are higher in four- and in three-jet events than in two-jet events, while 
G
has lower values in three-jet events than in two-jet events. Lines represent linear ts to the R
and  values as functions of n
ch
. The error bars represent the statistical errors only.
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5 Conclusions
We have measured the average radius of the emitting source R and the chaoticity
parameter  for both the Goldhaber (G) and the one-dimensional Kopylov-Podgoretski (KP)
parametrisations of the Bose{Einstein correlations for the entire event sample of hadronic Z
0
decays, in which 79% of the tracks used are pions. We nd:
R
G
= 0:955  0:012(stat.)  0:015(syst.) fm; 
G
= 0:672  0:013(stat.) 0:024(syst.);
R
KP
= 1:778  0:023(stat.) 0:036(syst.)fm; 
KP
= 0:719  0:024(stat.) 0:047(syst.):
The measured R
G
and R
KP
are dierent, as expected on the basis of the dierent assumptions
about the shape of the pion radiating source.
We have studied the dependence of the radius and of the chaoticity parameter on the
observed charged multiplicity for the two dierent parametrisations. The radii are found to
increase with charged multiplicity, n
ch
, as
1
hR
G
i
R
G
n
ch
= (3:6  0:6)  10
 3
and
1
hR
KP
i
R
KP
n
ch
= (3:4 1:0)  10
 3
;
where the hRi are the average radius values measured in the inclusive event sample. An
increasing radius with increasing multiplicity has been measured in hadron-hadron experiments
with centre-of-mass energies
p
s  30 GeV [5, 6, 7]. This eect has also been observed in heavy
ion collisions [8]. In separate samples of two-jet and three-jet events, the multiplicity dependence
of the radius of the emitting source is reduced, the average value of R for three-jet events being
larger than that for two-jet events by approximately 10%. The multiplicity dierence of two-
and three-jet events therefore could partly account for the increase of the radii R
G
and R
KP
with n
ch
, since for low charged multiplicity the two-jet events make up most of the event sample,
while for high n
ch
the three-jet events dominate.
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